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  Digital Culture & Society (DCS) Ramón
Reichert,Annika Richterich,Pablo Abend,Mathias
Fuchs,Karin Wenz,2016-12-31 »Digital Culture & Society«
is a refereed, international journal, fostering discussion
about the ways in which digital technologies, platforms and
applications reconfigure daily lives and practices. It offers
a forum for critical analysis and inquiries into digital media
theory and provides a publication environment for
interdisciplinary research approaches, contemporary
theory developments and methodological innovation. The
third issue »Politics of Big Data« edited by Mark Coté,
Paolo Gerbaudo, and Jennifer Pybus, critically examines
the political and economic dimensions of Big Data and thus
details its contestation. The contributions focus on the
materialities and processes which manifest Big Data and
explore forms of value beyond the state and capital. These
range from open data initiatives, social media metrics,
machine learning algorithms, data visualisation to data
dashboards, critical data analysis, and new modes of data
action research and practice.
  Not Needing All the Words Annick Hillger,2006
Reading selected texts by Michael Ondaatje, including the
novels In the Skin of a Lion and The English Patient and
the poem Birch Bark, Annick Hillger demonstrates how his
writing both answers and challenges attempts to delineate
the idea of a Canadian national self. She sets Ondaatje's
work within the context of theoretical and philosophical
ideas, developing the notion of a literature of silence
concerned with finding a ground for self beyond the realm
of language.
  The Yellow Wallpaper Illustrated Charlotte Perkins
Gilman,2021-05-29 The Yellow Wallpaper is a short story
by American writer Charlotte Perkins Gilman, first
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published in January 1892 in The New England Magazine.
  Living Oprah Robyn Okrant,2010-01-04 eBook
Bonus:New Photos plus Video, Blog and Interview links.
What happens when a thirty-five-year-old average
American woman spends one year following every piece of
Oprah Winfrey's advice on how to live your best life? Robyn
Okrant devoted 2008 to adhering to all of Oprah's
suggestions and guidance delivered via her television
show, her Web site, and her magazine. LIVING OPRAH is a
month-by-month account of that year. Some of the
challenges included enrollment in Oprah's Best Life
Challenge for physical fitness and weight control, living
vegan, and participating in Oprah's Book Club. After 365
days of LIVING OPRAH, Okrant reflects on the rewards
won and lessons learned as well as the tolls exacted by the
experiment.
  Recovering from Biblical Manhood and Womanhood:
How the Church Needs to Rediscover Her Purpose Aimee
Byrd,2020-05-05 This book dismantles every mistruth that
you've heard about the role of women in the Bible, her
place in the church, and the patriarchal lie of so-called
“biblical manhood and womanhood.” In its place, Aimee
Byrd details a truly biblical vision of women as equal
partners in Christ's church and kingdom. The church is the
school of Christ, commissioned to discipleship. The
responsibility of every believer—men and women
together—is being active and equal participants in and
witnesses to the faith. And yet many women are trying to
figure out what their place is in the church, fighting to
have their voices heard and filled with questions: Do men
and women benefit equally from God's word? Are we
equally responsible in sharpening one another in the faith
and passing it down to the next generation? Do we really
need men's Bibles and women's Bibles, or can the one Holy
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Bible guide us all? The answers lie neither with radical
feminists, who claim that the Bible is hopelessly
patriarchal, nor with the defenders of “biblical manhood,”
whose understanding of Scripture is captive to the culture
they claim to distance themselves from. Recovering from
Biblical Manhood and Womanhood presents a more biblical
account of gender, marriage, and ministry. It explores the
feminine voice in Scripture as synergistic with the
dominant male voice. It fortifies churches in a biblical
understanding of brotherhood and sisterhood in God's
household and the necessity of learning from one another
in studying God's word. Until both men and women grow in
their understanding of their relationship to Scripture, there
will continue to be tension between the sexes in the
church. Church leaders can be engaged in thoughtful
critique of the biblical manhood and womanhood
movement, the effects it has on their congregation, and the
homage it ironically pays to the culture of individualism
that works against church, family, and a Christ-like vision
of community.
  Good Housekeeping ,1922
  Words On Fire Vanessa L Ochs,2018-03-05 When
Vanessa Ochs begins to suspect her various physical
ailments are due to her leading an ?unsanctified life,? she
decides to travel to Jerusalem with her family to explore
the sacred books of Judaism. Armed with a list of
institutions and the names of women who specialize in
teaching these sacred texts, Ochs sets out on a journey of
discovery. She forges a personal relationship with her
mentors, women who are determined to disprove the claim
of Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus: ?The words of the Torah
should be burnt rather than taught to women.? As her year
in Jerusalem draws to a close, Ochs begins to find a way to
reconcile her feminist views with her quest to live a life
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according to laws shaped by the ?sexist? views of
traditional Judaism.Part scholarly investigation, part
anecdotal memoir, Words on Fire is an accessible portrait
of a remote world and a fascinating, firsthand account of
the clash between feminism and Judaism.
  The Cost of Free Land Rebecca Clarren,2023-10-05
'Sharply insightful . . . A monumental piece of work' The
Boston Globe Growing up, Rebecca Clarren only knew the
major plot points of her immigrant family's origins. Her
great-great-grandparents, the Sinykins, and their six
children fled antisemitism in Russia and arrived in the
United States at the turn of the 20th century, ultimately
settling on a 160-acre homestead in South Dakota. Over
the next few decades, despite tough years on a merciless
prairie and multiple setbacks, the Sinykins became an
American immigrant success story. What none of Clarren's
ancestors ever mentioned was that their land, the
foundation for much of their wealth, had been cruelly taken
from the Lakota by the United States government. By the
time the Sinykins moved to South Dakota, America had
broken hundreds of treaties with hundreds of Indigenous
nations across the continent, and the land that had once
been reserved for the seven bands of the Lakota had been
diminished, splintered, and handed for free, or practically
free, to white settlers. In The Cost of Free Land, Clarren
melds investigative reporting with personal family history
to reveal the intertwined stories of her family and the
Lakota, and the devastating cycle of loss of Indigenous
land, culture and resources that continues today.
  Breaking Free GB Williams,2022-04-27 For Elaine
Blake, marriage was never a word, it was a sentence. For
25 years, they had all been lying to her. Now the liar in
chief, her husband Jason, is reported dead. Information he
was supposed to hand to his spy bosses is missing. Then, a
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phone call – a foster son in serious trouble. And news that
her husband may not be dead after all. Jason doesn’t
matter, but Elaine will do anything to save her son. Even if
she has to race to Paris, dodge assassins and hunt for
evidence the best of spies can’t find.
  Popular Mechanics ,1915-04 Popular Mechanics
inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them
master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-
improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs
in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
  Popular Mechanics ,1915-03 Popular Mechanics
inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them
master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-
improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs
in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
  90 Masterpieces You Must Read (Vol.2) Charles
Dickens,Jane Austen,Robert Louis Stevenson,Henrik
Ibsen,Leo Tolstoy,Ford Madox Ford,E. M. Forster,Honoré
de Balzac,Kenneth Grahame,Rabindranath Tagore,George
Weedon Grossmith,F. Scott Fitzgerald,Daniel Defoe,Jules
Verne,Jonathan Swift,James Fenimore Cooper,George
MacDonald,J. M. Barrie,Alexandre
Dumas,Homer,Dante,William Dean Howells,Kakuzo
Okakura,Gustave Flaubert,Victor Hugo,Stendhal,Walter
Scott,Anthony Trollope,Emile Zola,Theodor Storm,Harriet
Beecher Stowe,Nathaniel Hawthorne,Henry
Fielding,Jerome K. Jerome,Laurence Sterne,Thomas
Hardy,Willa Cather,Edith Wharton,Kate Chopin,Sinclair
Lewis,W. Somerset Maugham,Henry James,Ivan
Turgenev,Nikolai Gogol,Virginia Woolf,Pedro Calderon de
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la Barca,Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,Friedrich
Nietzsche,Benjamin Franklin,Bankim Chandra
Chatterjee,Kalidasa,Válmíki,Edgar Allan Poe,Wilkie
Collins,Ann Ward Radcliffe,Bram Stoker,Gaston Leroux,H.
G. Wells,Joseph Conrad,Lewis Wallace,Washington
Irving,Machiavelli,Fyodor
Dostoyevsky,Confucius,Laozi,John Milton,P. B. Shelley,W.
B. Yeats,Charlotte Perkins Gilman,D.H. Lawrence,George
Bernard Shaw,Elizabeth von Arnim,Cao Xueqin,G. K.
Chesterton,John Buchan,Edgar Wallace,Nikolai
Leskov,Kurt Vonnegut,William Walker Atkinson,Émile
Coué,2020-05-03 Invest your time in reading the true
masterpieces of world literature, the greatest works by the
masters of their craft, the revolutionary works, the timeless
classics and the eternally moving storylines every person
should experience in their lifetime: Strange Case of Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde (Robert Louis Stevenson) A Doll's
House (Henrik Ibsen) A Tale of Two Cities (Charles
Dickens) Dubliners (James Joyce) A Portrait of the Artist as
a Young Man (James Joyce) War and Peace (Leo Tolstoy)
The Good Soldier (Ford Madox Ford) Howards End (E. M.
Forster) Le Père Goriot (Honoré de Balzac) Sense and
Sensibility (Jane Austen) Anne of Green Gables Series (L.
M. Montgomery) The Wind in the Willows (Kenneth
Grahame) Gitanjali (Rabindranath Tagore) Diary of a
Nobody (George and Weedon Grossmith) The Beautiful and
Damned (F. Scott Fitzgerald) Moll Flanders (Daniel Defoe)
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (Jules Verne) Gulliver's
Travels (Jonathan Swift) The Last of the Mohicans (James
Fenimore Cooper) Phantastes (George MacDonald) Peter
and Wendy (J. M. Barrie) The Three Musketeers (Alexandre
Dumas) Iliad & Odyssey (Homer) Kama Sutra The Divine
Comedy (Dante) The Rise of Silas Lapham (William Dean
Howells) The Book of Tea (Kakuzo Okakura) Madame
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Bovary (Gustave Flaubert) The Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Victor Hugo) Red and the Black (Stendhal) Rob Roy (Sir
Walter Scott) Barchester Towers (Anthony Trollope)
Germinal (Emile Zola) The Rider on the White Horse
(Theodor Storm) Uncle Tom's Cabin (Harriet Beecher
Stowe) The Scarlet Letter (Nathaniel Hawthorne) The
History of Tom Jones, a Foundling (Henry Fielding) Three
Men in a Boat (Jerome K. Jerome) Tristram Shandy
(Laurence Sterne) Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas
Hardy) My Antonia (Willa Cather) The Age of Innocence
(Edith Wharton) The Awakening (Kate Chopin) Babbitt
(Sinclair Lewis) Of Human Bondage (W. Somerset
Maugham) The Portrait of a Lady (Henry James) Fathers
and Sons (Ivan Turgenev) Dead Souls (Nikolai Gogol) The
Death of Ivan Ilyich (Leo Tolstoy) The Voyage Out (Virginia
Woolf) The Life of Lazarillo de Tormes Life is a Dream
(Pedro Calderon de la Barca) Faust (Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe) Beyond Good and Evil (Friedrich Nietzsche) Thus
Spoke Zarathustra (Friedrich Nietzsche) Autobiography
(Benjamin Franklin) The Poison Tree (Bankim Chandra
Chatterjee) Shakuntala (Kalidasa) Rámáyan of Válmíki
(Válmíki) The Tell-Tale Heart (Edgar Allan Poe) The Fall of
the House of Usher (Edgar Allan Poe) The Woman in White
(Willkie Collins) The Mysteries of Udolpho (Ann Ward
Radcliffe) Dracula (Bram Stoker) The Phantom of the
Opera (Gaston Leroux) The Time Machine (H. G. Wells)
Nostromo (Joseph Conrad) Ben-Hur: A Tale of the Christ
(Lewis Wallace) Rip Van Winkle (Washington Irving) The
Prince (Machiavelli) The Brothers Karamazov (Fyodor
Dostoyevsky) The Analects of Confucius (Confucius) Tao Te
Ching (Laozi) Paradise Lost (John Milton) Ode to the West
Wind (P. B. Shelley) The Second Coming (W. B. Yeats) The
Yellow Wallpaper (Charlotte Perkins Gilman) The Rainbow
(D.H. Lawrence) Arms and the Man (George Bernard
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Shaw) The Enchanted April (Elizabeth von Arnim) Hung
Lou Meng or, The Dream of the Red Chamber (Cao Xueqin)
The Innocence of Father Brown (G. K. Chesterton) The
Thirty-Nine Steps (John Buchan) The Four Just Men (Edgar
Wallace) Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District (Nikolai
Leskov) 2BR02B (Kurt Vonnegut) The Power Of
Concentration (William Walker Atkinson) Self Mastery
Through Conscious Autosuggestion (Émile Coué)
  Deadly Orchid Ned Gardner,2007-03-15 Remember
Chappaquiddick? Laura Farans does. Vividly! And she can't
stop dreaming about it over and over many years later,
because she was one of the Boiler Room Girls who
attended the infamous party on that fateful July weekend in
1969 when a young woman's life was mysteriously snuffed
out-along with a prominent senator's anticipated bid for
the highest office in the land! But that dreadful incident
was chicken feed when compared to other, even more
horrific events that continued to feed Laura's troubling and
odious behavior. And that was just fine with her, by the
way, because this strange and beautiful woman-impossibly
infectious and seductive on the surface-was as totally
noxious inside as the magnificent but treacherous flower
that spawned her sinister nickname! Chances are you
won't like Laura Farans very much. Few did after getting
to know her. But you won't easily forget the lady, either.
Unless you were one of the unfortunate lovers who couldn't
resist the deadly orchid's perilous allure, and you're not
around to think about her any longer! Brilliant! Haunting!
Delivers! Double-DOUBLE dare you to put it down! ~Tim
Pelfry-National Police Ledger Scary as hell! Every guy's
worst nightmare! Where can I meet this astonishing
creature? ~Erik Simpson-Chicago Loyola Review
  The Ladies' Home Journal ,1998-09
  The Mournful One Raymond Moore,2023-11-14 Every
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night she comes. Mhairi. Every night she comes to visit me.
And if I’m sleeping. She wakes me. Her shadow cast across
my bedroom floor. He’s here too. I’m sure of it. Lurking in
the dark corners. Watching. Waiting. He’s here all right.
The dark grey man. The bodach-glas. The mournful one.
  In Defiance of Painting Christine Poggi,1992-01-01 The
invention of collage by Picasso and Braque in 1912 proved
to be a dramatic turning point in the development of
Cubism and Futurism and ultimately one of the most
significant innovations in twentieth-century art. Collage
has traditionally been viewed as a new expression of
modernism, one allied with modernism's search for purity
of means, anti-illusionism, unity, and autonomy of form.
This book - the first comprehensive study of collage and its
relation to modernism - challenges this view. Christine
Poggi argues that collage did not become a new language
of modernism but a new language with which to critique
modernism. She focuses on the ways Cubist collage - and
the Futurist multimedia work that was inspired by it -
undermined prevailing notions of material and stylistic
unity, subverted the role of the frame and pictorial ground,
and brought the languages of high and low culture into a
new relationship of exchange.
  Magic and Mystery: Free Series Starter Boxed Set C.J.
Archer,2020-02-11 4 novels. 4 series beginnings. All free.
Magic and Mystery is a collection of the first books in four
different series written by USA Today bestselling author,
C.J. Archer. Each novel is intended to give you an
introduction to fascinating new stories featuring magical
fantasy, puzzling mysteries, enigmatic heroes and
independent heroines. Hopefully you will find a brand new
series to start (or maybe four!) The Watchmaker's
Daughter (Glass and Steele book 1) India Steele is
desperate. Her father is dead, her fiancé took her
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inheritance, and the only person who'll employ her is a
mysterious man from America. A man who possesses a
watch that keeps him alive. The Last Necromancer (The
Ministry of Curiosities book 1) A waif, her kidnapper, and a
twist you won't see coming. Charlie is being hunted for her
dark magic, but only one man succeeds in capturing her. A
man known as Death, as compelling as he is frightening.
The Palace of Lost Memories (After the Rift book 1) The
king's magnificent palace was built in a matter of weeks.
No one saw the builders and no villagers are allowed
beyond the gilded gate until a noblewoman is poisoned.
The village doctor and his daughter, Josie, are allowed
inside, but Josie soon learns the palace won't surrender its
secrets easily, for not a single resident has a memory from
before the palace existed. The Wrong Girl (The 1st Freak
House book 1) It's customary for Gothic novels to include a
mysterious girl locked in the attic. Hannah just wishes she
wasn't that girl. As a narcoleptic with a strange affliction,
Hannah knows she's lucky to have a roof over her head. Yet
freedom is something she longs for. She did not, however,
want her freedom to arrive in the form of abduction.
Especially when she realizes her kidnappers got the wrong
girl. KEYWORDS: Anthology, free boxed set, box set,
series, fantasy, fantasy romance, steampunk, gaslamp
fantasy, Victorian romance, romantic fantasy, paranormal
romance, bundle, bundled ebooks, free books, collection
  Chelsea Matinee – Memoirs of an Easy Woman B.K.
Smith,2014-07-03 For our first special date, I chose a dress
that would be special. The texture was crisp but not solid
as taffeta or poplin; it was capable of floating. It was fine
cotton; unusual for an evening dress, but the color was
graphite, with a slight flair, like lakes in soft pencil on
cartridge paper. The top was fitted to my narrow frame,
not too low, but with unfussy chemise shoulders. The waist
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was slightly dropped so that my long torso was straight like
a pencil—from there, the skirt, cut on a bias, flowed and
floated over stiff netting. On the shoulder I had pinned my
mother’s gold brooch, a rose. On one of its petals shone a
diamond dewdrop. It was seven o'clock. Then eight o’clock.
Then nine. I waited. I hardly knew him and already he was
late; probably already bored with me—they all get bored
eventually. I knew why. It was vanity. I didn’t feel
attractive or alluring or desired. I quickly dismissed any
notion of giving him a piece of my mind. I pulled up my
skirt and undid my garters and carefully rolled down my
sheer black silk stockings. I folded the stockings up
together and put them on the table next to a vase of
gladioli. After that, I painted my toenails Polynesian Pink to
match my fingernails. I wiggled my toes while I waited for
my toenails to dry, and then I unfolded the stockings and
rolled them back up my legs. When I had done up my
garters I put on my shoes—all done—and I waited some
more. I was just another woman at his disposal, which
made me disposable. The fact that I aspired to be a great
painter meant nothing to him. What happens when you fall
in love with a man with no conscience? When you have
been seduced and abandoned and left for dead? How do
you reconcile your life, your truth, your fiction, and your
memories? You spend the better part of your life trying to
forget, and then you remember it one last time. You write
the story from a safe distance of more than thirty years.
You write it from memory where the true essence of the
affair resides, and you release it into the cosmos finally,
forever... May he rest in pieces.
  Free to Fall Lauren Miller,2014-05-13 From the author
of Parallel comes a high-stakes romantic puzzler set in a
near-future where everyone's life is seamlessly
orchestrated by personal electronic devices. Imaginative
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and thrilling, this fast-paced story with two starred reviews
is not to be missed. Fast-forward to a time when Apple and
Google have been replaced by Gnosis, a monolith
corporation that has developed the most life-changing
technology to ever hit the market: Lux, an app that
flawlessly optimizes decision-making for the best personal
results. Just like everyone else, sixteen-year-old Rory
Vaughn knows the key to a happy, healthy life is to follow
what Lux recommends. When she's accepted to the elite
boarding school Theden Academy, her future happiness
seems all the more assured. But once on campus,
something feels wrong beneath the polished surface of her
prestigious dream school. Then she meets North, a
handsome townie who doesn't use Lux, and begins to fall
for him and his outsider way of life. Soon, Rory is going
against Lux's recommendations, listening instead to the
inner voice that everyone has been taught to ignore—a
choice that leads her to uncover a truth neither she nor the
world ever saw coming.
  Body, Beauty, Boys Sarah Bragg,2006 Recalling her
own ten-year battle with an eating disorder, Bragg reveals
how prayer changed her life and helped her to see herself
the way God sees her. She offers girls real answers to their
concerns about themselves.
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